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Inquiry as Cognitive 

Apprenticeship



Inquiry and Figuring out how texts 

work





The 6 Ms of Apprenticeship: 

Gradual Release of 

Responsibility

• Motivate (EQ, Frontloading)

• Model

• Mentor

• Monitor

• Multiple Modalities

• Multiple Measures of Success



Improving Comprehension with 

Think Alouds, Wilhelm, Scholastic

• Reading is a form of inquiry; Students need to 
inquire into HOW to effectively read.

• Reading (observation) is the foundational learning 
competence

• Reading is more complicated than you think (and 
is getting ever more complicated)

• Students need explicit assistance meeting the 
demands of ever more complex texts and data sets 
across all content areas

• Think alouds can model and scaffold the strategies 
needed to read and make meaning with 
sophisticated conventions and genres



An insight from Vygotsky to 

Dweck’s Growth Mindset:

Students can meet any challenge 

in their ZPD

• IF they are learning in a meaningful context

• AND

• Are given the proper assistance over time



Frame all learning

• Of strategies

• Of genres

• Of concepts

• In service of inquiry



Inquiry as Apprenticeship
• Essential Question: How can we best 

protect/promote civil rights?

• Frontloading: Civil Rights Survey

• Frontload: how does this school violate our 

civil rights?

• Guiding Questions/Questioning Circle: Sub-

questions to pursue throughout the unit; a 

questioning strategy that promotes deep 

understanding

• Thinking Aloud: Fiction then Non-fiction 

using Readers’ Rules of Notice



Two kinds of think alouds

• Free Response: for assessment, self-

assessment, trace growth, discussion starter, 

etc.

• Cued Response: much more powerful - can 

teach any strategy for dealing with any kind 

of convention, strategy or text-type



Teacher models, taking off the 

top of her head

• Name rules of notice: 

• 1) Direct statements/generalizations

• 2) Calls to Attention

• 3) Ruptures

• 4) Reader’s Response

• Model how to interpret and make meaning 

with what is noticed – key details and how 

they are patterned and structured



After Reading

• Characterize HOW you read this excerpt (visual, 

questioning, participatory) BE GENERAL

• Identify some of the characteristic MOVES and 

STRATEGIES you used (cite SPECIFIC 

strategies)

• Explain how these moves helped you engage and 

make meaning

• Go on to discuss anything you want



Advantages

• You are sharing yourself through your 

reading and marking your identity . . . And 

we are all intensely self-interested

• You can’t be wrong

• Talk about HOW to read and construct 

understandings

• Students teach each other



Consider . . . What did you learn 

from the protocol about . . .

• Yourself

• Your way of reading

• Someone else

• Their way of reading

• Strategies for reading

• The text and its meaning

• Other texts

• The world



Code your reading strategies

• Have kids inquire into their own reading 

and strategy use

• Code your think aloud protocol

• A = activate background, ? = question 

(questions can be coded according to QAR 

scheme, Questioning circle, etc.), P = 

prediction, * = key detail noticed, etc.



General Processes of Reading

• Activate Background/Set purpose of Reading

• Decode Text into Words

• Personally Connect to the Content/Experience

• *Summarize:  Bring Meaning Forward



General Processes

• Ask questions: factual, interpretive, 
critical/applicative; intra-textual, inter-
textual, text to self, text to world

• Monitor Understanding/Self-Correct

• Make Predictions

• Visualize Story Worlds/Mental Models

• Reflect on Knowledge; Consolidate 
Understanding



General processes necessary but 

Insufficient . . . Because there are
• Task-specific strategies (those that can apply 

across any kind of text): symbolism, unreliable 
narrators, etc.

• Text-specific strategies (those that adhere to 
specific genre structures): conventions of 
argument, satire, ironic monologue, stories with a 
twist, classification, extended definition, etc.

• Community-specific strategies (those that are 
specific to communities of practice): scientific 
argument, arguments of policy, of judgment, etc.



Understanding Symbolism

• Reading Symbols

• 1. Recognize an object or action as symbolic

• 2. Identify the symbolic value (connections, 
context)

• 3. Insert the symbolic value into the text



Obvious symbols

• Are tip-offs of cultural values









To recognize a symbol

• Obvious cultural tip-offs of symbolic value:

• wedding band flag Eagle  scales

cross snake















What is a symbol?



What is a symbol?

• A mark, sign, character, object or event that 

reverberates with meaning beyond the 

literal

• It stands for something else and has deep 

meanings beyond that thing itself



Not so obvious conventional tip 

offs
• Animals:  (owl,  fox)

• stylized movements (dance, style of walk, Julia 
throwing off scarf)

• colors (red rose)

• numbers (13)

• shapes fruits (apple, pear)

• natural elements:  (moon     rivers     mountains)



Conventional tip-offs

• Title reference

• at privileged position: beginning, ending, climax, 
rupture

• Repetition

• Undue attention - lengthy - described in great 
detail - wierd authorial behavior



Conventional tip-offs

• names/nicknames

• setting/ name of place

• a character attributes an object or event with 
importance, associates an object with something

• character pays special attention to event or object

• appears at an important juncture of the story



More conventional tip-offs

• How characters or objects are related/positioned

• anachronism

• object changes or is used

• surprise



Go through the heuristic

• 1. Recognize an object or action as 

symbolic

• 2. Identify the symbolic value (connections, 

context)

• 3. Insert the symbolic value into the text

• From Improving Comprehension with 

Think Alouds, Wilhelm, Scholastic



Remember!

• There are special demands placed on the 

reader and writer by every task- or text-

specific convention.

• Readers and writers must explicitly learn 

and apply the appropriate heuristics for the 

new textual demands and genres they are 

faced with throughout their lives.



Meeting the conditions of Flow

• Clear purpose, immediate feedback

• Assistance through modeling and mentoring

• An appropriate challenge – strategies 

learned in service of the overall inquiry

• Social – collaborative learning

• Competence developed and named

• Control achieved – stake your identity 

through your thinking

• Immersion in the immediate

• Edgy, Debatable, Active, Functional, Fun!



Readers’ Rules of Notice
• Direct Statements (of generalization, 

principle, value, theme, application, 

command, questions)

• Ruptures (surprises and shifts)

• Calls to attention (positioning, print features, 

gaps, resonance, orderings, intertextual cues, 

throughlines or intratextual cues-

repetition/connection)

• Readers Response (activation of prior 

knowledge, interests, intense responses, etc.)



Readers’ Rules of Notice help 

readers to

• Identify topics/cultural and disciplinary 

conversations

• Key Details

• Text Structures

• Genres

• And how all of these work together to 

create meaning and effect



Data supporting the use of think-

alouds and many more think 

aloud techniques for teaching any 

kind of general, task or text 

specific strategy, in . . .

• Improving Comprehension with Think 

Alouds, by Jeff Wilhelm, Scholastic 

Publishers  PLUS A NEW DVD!





www.corwin.com/literacy | Call: 800-233-9936 | Fax: 800-417-2466

Order Diving Deep Into Nonfiction

at Corwin.com

$34.95(reg)

$27.95 (20% 

off)













• “I have a dream” color coded think aloud

• Teacher models

• Step 1: Arrows to designate movement of 

up or down and what cues that movement

• Step 2: Naming what is noticed and the rule 

of notice used.  

• Step 3: Specific Calls to attention: Circle 

repetitions, connections.

• Step 4: Pairs or triads color code the use of 

specific rules of notice



Text structure think 

aloud/annotation/colored pencil

• Focus on upward and downward movement of 

the text – problem/solution, compare and 

contrast, what is vs. what could be

• Bracket with red for up; Blue for down



APPLYING RULES OF 
NOTICE FOR KEY DETAILS

1. Direct statements of principle/generalization
2. Ruptures- shifts of any kind
3. Calls to attention- emotionally charged, metaphors, 

allusions, figurative language, repetition
4. Rules of reader response



Red highlighter: Direct 
Statements and 

GENERALIZATIONS
• Use your red highlighter for all generalizations and 
direct statements of principle.



Blue Highlighter- Calls to 
Attention

*Allusion- a brief and indirect reference to a person, 
place, thing or idea of historical, cultural, literary or 
political significance. It does not describe in detail 
the person or thing to which it refers. It is just a 
passing comment and the writer expects the reader 
to possess enough knowledge to spot the allusion and 
grasp its importance in a text.

http://literarydevices.net/figurative-language/



Yellow Highlighter- Ruptures

*Figurative language-language in which figures of speech 
are used to make it effective, persuasive and 
impactful. Writers use it to go beyond the real 
meanings of the words to make a comparison and give 
the readers a new insight into the content of their 
works. It also appeals to the senses of the readers.

http://literarydevices.net/figurative-language/

• Pink highlighter for emotive language (“withering 
justice”)

http://literarydevices.net/comparison/
http://literarydevices.net/figurative-language/


Rules of Rupture
All Rules of Rupture: Use an orange Highlighter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vDWWy4CMhE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vDWWy4CMhE


Data supporting the use of think-

alouds and many more think 

aloud techniques for teaching any 

kind of general, task or text 

specific strategy, in . . .

• Improving Comprehension with Think 

Alouds, by Jeff Wilhelm, Scholastic 

Publishers  PLUS A NEW DVD!


